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THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Every time we open our eyes we observe one segment
of the spectrum of electromagnetic vibrations. This spectrum
extends from the gamma rays up through what is now called micro-
waves, into the radio waves. The light that we see is that part
of the electromagnetic spectrum called the visible spectrum and
it extends from approximately UOOO to 8000 angstroms. That is,
those electromagnetic waves with wave-lengths of from .000039
to .000078 centimeters long are normally visible. Vfave-lengths
slightly longer than this extend into the infra red band and a
band of waves longer than the upper limit of the infra red are
called microwaves.
The recent development of Radar and its use of micro-
waves as a means of detection and navigation would tend to cause
one to lose sight of the fact that the knowledge of the existence
of microwaves in the electromagnetic spectrum is as old as radio.
The retardation of their development was due largely to two factors
(1) the technology of their production, and, even more significant,
(2) their highly directional nature—nearly line of sight—^made
then practically useless in the conventional "radio*' sense. Oddly
enough, it was this last aspect of microwaves that eventually led
to their development and made them so valuable as Radar in the last
war.
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Statement of the problem . It is the purpose of this study
(1) to investigate the production, transmission, and reception of
microwaves; and (2) to demonstrate the practicability and advant-
ages of using microwaves to demonstrate optical principles.
Importance of the study . The recent prominence that has
been attained by microwaves in the realm of electromagnetic vibrat-
ions rivals even that of conventional radio. The fact that much
of the work done in this field was kept under the watchful v»ing of
military security leaves the present day scientist interested in
this field with a rapidly developing, highly valuable phase of
science about which he knows relatively nothing.^ jt is an embro
which has grown to manhood under military fostering and even its
parents no longer recognize it. The rapid development of this
new field in so many phases (such as television) makes it manda-
2tory that its early developments be understood. Isolated facts
concerning microwaves which have come to the attention of many
people must be shown in a perspective which was not possible before
the end of the war.
This paper makes no attempt to cover all, or any single
phase of microwave production, transmission, or reception with
1. TM, Volume XLV No. 12 March 19, 19h$ P.5h
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any semblance of completeness. In it, the author has attempted to
lay the basic groundwork, in a largely descriptive way, upon v/hich
a more detailed study can be built. With this groundwork has been
integrated a few of the aspects of one practical way which micro-
waves may be used as a teaching aid, that is, the practicality of
using microwaves to demonstrate optical principles.
It is the opinion of many experts that the usual element-
ary courses in physics do not lay an adequate foundation in the
subject of v^ave propagation. The reason for this is that optical
experiments, as such, are not adapted to the task of clearly demon-
strating the principles they prove. There are many reasons why
these experiments suffer a psychological handicap due to the strange-
ness, and apparent remoteness from ordinary experience of the
subject. Successful experimentation requires a high degree of
manipulative skill. And, conclusions cannot be checked by direct
measurement.
Microwaves are a medium which offer a clear demonstration
of many almost strictly theoretical (as far as the average experi-
mental work is concerned) results. The slits, etc., can actually
be smaller than the wave-length without becoming microscopic; or
large, relatively, without becoming too unwieldy. The results of
optical experiments perforraed with this apparatus can clearly be
shown to a whole class
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II. DEFINITIONS OF TEPMS USED
Microwaves. Microwaves are electromagnetic vibrations
of frequency greater than one thousand million cycles per second.
Thus we see from the equation
C = n A
where C is the velocity of light of 3 x 10^^ cm/sec.
and n is the frequency,
that X for microwaves is
^ ~ c/n = 3 X lO^^/lO^ = 30 centimeters
Therefore, microwaves are electromagnetic vibrations with a wave-
length of 30 centimeters or less.
Electromagnetic waves. The sLuplest type of electro-
magnetic wave is a plane-polarized monochromatic wave. It con-
sists of two sine waves which are in phase with each other but
are considered to be perpendicular to each other in their motion.
Figure 1-1 (below) is a theoretical sketch of an electromagnetic
wave and it should be noted that the electric and magnetic com-
ponets of the wave are in phase with each other and that the
amplitudes of the electric and magnetic vectors are equal.
In every interference or diffraction phenomenon, the
electric waves mutually influence each other in exactly the same
way as the magnetic waves. Hov/ever it is the electric vector that
affects the photographic plate and causes fluorescent effects.
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Presumably, also, it is the electric vector that effects the retina
of the eye in the case of visible electromagnetic waves (light).
It appears that the electric component plays a dominant part and
the magnetic component, though no less real, is less important.
It can be shown that for an electromagnetic wave in a
vacuum, the energy of the electric wave per unit volume is
2
Eo/8lt, where Eq is the aaplitude of the electric wave. Similarly,
2
is the energy per unit volume in the magnetic wave. Since
Eo = Ho = r we have
Energy per unit volume = r^/i; rr
for a wave in a vacuum. Half of the energy of the wave is contri-
buted by the electric vector and half by the magnetic vector. In
order to obtain the intensity, we have merely to multiply the above
quantity by C, the velocity of the waves, since this will give the
volume of the waves streaming through an area of unit cross-section
per second. The intensity is consequently also proportional to the
square of the amplitude of either the magnetic or the electric wave.
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CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION TO MICRaVAVES
I. THE ULTPil HIGH FREQUENCY CONCEPT
The concepts of radio wave propagation are not fa-
miliar to everyday experience. Electricity, and the uses to
which it has been put, are common knowledge because we are sur-
rounded by toasters, door-bells, and electric lights. The 110
volt, alternating current, 60 cycle household circuit is as
familiar as the neighbor's hungry dog. Vfe know that an electri-
cal current impulse moves with the speed of light, and with a
siiaple calculation we can discover that the wave length of our
household current is in the realm of 3 >100 miles.
Now, let us imagine that the cyclical rate of the
current is greatly increased to a value of one thousand million
cycles per. second. " With this cyclical rate, the wave-length
is reduced to 30 centimeters. The current now oscillates back
and forth so fast that it never has an opportunity to travel very
far in one direction. However, the transfer of these electrons
is energy and this energy can be made to do work. The ultra
high frequency nature of the waves does not make them adaptable
M- Speed of light 186,000 miles sec. ^60 cycles sec.“^
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7for use in running an electric shaver but they are none-the-less
important. These brief oscillations of electrons are short radio
\vaves and, v/hen they are 30 centimeters or less, are called micro-
braves .
II. PARALLEL-WIPE TRAIIISSION LINES
As we have seen, an infinitely long wire carrying alter-
nating current of any frequency vrill have current flowing in differ-
ent directions in different parts of it.* Since the system must be
closed, the wire must eventually return to the source. ^When the
wire is brought back parallel to itself, the system is called a
parallel-wire transmission system. If, as we have assumed, the
parallel-vrire transmission line is infinite in length, it is easy
to see that the currents at any point on a Y-axis cutting the two
wires will be equal in intensity and opposite in phase.
a It must be remembered that the wire may be considered as merely a
path guide for the wave motion v/hich, it is assumed, takes place in
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Figure 2-1 shoves an instantaneous picture. The red
sinusoidal curves above and below the parallel virire transmission
lines represent current intensity patterns. \Yhen the potential is
positive in one, .wire, the current flows to the right away from the
source, as the potential changes, the current decreases and then
flows in the opposite direction. At the instant diagrammed, the
current in the upper wire, at the point of intersection v/ith the
Y-axis, is flovfing tovirards the right Virhile the current a half vrave-
length distant on either side is flowing towards the left. One
half cycle later the situation in this wire is reversed. In the
lower v;ire the current has the same magnitude but is in the
opposite phase. An equivalent diagram is given in figure 2-2,
In this figure, the currents in the two wires are not considered.
Here the voltages between them are pictured with the intensity of
the arrows giving a pictorial representation of the voltage in-
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that the current pattern changes with the frequency or cyclical rate.
As the current pattern changes, the voltage pattern between the
wires changes and it is a single measurable quantity vfhich moves
from the source to the load and does not return. Thus, for the
voltage wave motion, there is no closed circuit and none is needed.
A comparison of figures 2-1 and 2-2 clearly shows that
it is an unnecessary burden to consider a current flow of one
direction in one wire and one of the opposite in the other, -^t is
much easier to visualize the traveling vtaves and to know that the
whole pattern moves from the source to the load.
At all frequencies, parallel-wire transmission lines
exhibit radiation losses and act like antennas as well as carr-
iers of energy. These radiation losses become greater at higher
frequencies but can be diminished by placing the wires close to-
gether. As the wires are placed close together the magnetic fields
surrounding each of them become superimposed and tend to cancel
each other. The closer together the wires are placed the nearer
complete cancellation is attained and the less the radiation
because both electric and magnetic fields are necessary in order
for energy to move out into space. However, the wires cannot be
brought completely together because tvfo separate v^ires must be
used and because some minimum spacing betvieen the v/ires must be
maintained for proper insulation and impedance properties. The
minimum space remains essentally constant at higher frequencies
1•' ;
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despite the fact that the radiation field, vfhich depends upon the
rate of change, becomes more important. For this reason, "it
is difficult to build satisfactory parallel-wire transmission
lines for operation at frequencies much in excess of 200 mega-
•a
cycles."-^ This upper limit of parallel-wire transmission lines
is far short of the lower limit of the microwave frequencies and
we must look for some other means for transmitting these ultra-
high frequency waves.
III. COAXBL LINES
In the preceding section of this chapter we saw that
open wire transmission lines are of little value for transporting
microwave energy because radiation makes them useless. There
remains the possibility of transmitting microwaves by coaxial
lines and by waveguides, both of which can be used with ultra-
high frequency. The function of coaxial lines can be explained
without the use of the field concept but waveguides are best
understood in terms of traveling vmves of electric and magnetic
fields and will be discussed in a later chapter. V/hat can be
said about coaxial lines, can, in general, be applied to open-
wire transmission lines. Hov/ever, the brief discussion that
follows is specifically restricted to the coaxial line case, be-
cause it is then only applicable to microwave transmission.
3. V. J. Young, UNDERSTANDING MICROVfAVES
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As the term implies, coaxial cable is composed of two
members, the inner conductor being enclosed in a tube formed by the
outer conductor. By the use of such a transmission line, one of the
three distinct types of losses encountered in the transmission of
very high frequency electrical energy is eliminated. There is no
radiation from the line because there is simply no way for the
radiation to get out. The other two types of losses are; (1) losses
due to impedance mismatch, and (2) losses due to heat.
The losses due to impedance mismatch are usually as-
sociated with the impedance mismatch of the line either at the
source or at the load. However, mismatching may occur in the
line itself if the line is not perfectly uniform along its length.
When we speak of mismatching, interest is focused on a property of
the line called characteristic Lapedance and both the source and the
load should be matched to that impedance since maocimum electrical
power is alv^ays fed from one device to another when the impedances
are equal. In principle, this match may be made by means of
valuable transformers at both source and the load.
The current waves in the center conductor of a coaxial
line are always just l80 degrees out of phase with those of the
shield. Hovrever, there may be a phase difference between the in-
stantaneous voltage and current. Since the instantaneous product
of the voltage and the current is the instantaneous power, the
greater the phase angle between these two, the greater the mismatch.

Another case of line loss occurs in coaxial line when two
voltage waves travel in opposite directions along the same line.
V/hen the reflected wave is equal to the transmitted "v^ave the voltage
becomes zero and such a case might be called a perfect mismatch.
This situation would occur if the load end of the line were open or
shorted.
The fact that a perfect mismatch occurs when the load end
of the line is open or shorted is often of great practical importance
in coaxial transmission lines. Some of these lines use air as a
dielectric betf/een the center conductor and the case and some method
of support for the center conductor must be found. One practical
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In the case of the half-wave stub support, the shorted
end has no voltage so one node appears at this point. One half-
wave length away there is another voltage node and this node occurs
at the point of intersection of the stub vd.th the inner conductor.
Since there is a node at the inner end of the stub, no voltage
can be impressed across this end. The resistance at this point is
a constant, hovrever, and, because of the voltage drop, the current
tends to approach infinity. An increase in current means a power
r\
(I'^R) loss at this point.
In the quarter wave stub, the situation is quite different.
As in the case of the half-wave stub, one end is shorted and the
reflected wave is equal to the incident wave. No voltage appears
at the shorted end so this is the position of a node. Any voltage
can be impressed on the unshorted end but no power is absorbed.
At the instant of the beginning of energy transfer in the
line, there is a slight loss of povrer at the quarter-wave stub
because there is an initial current flow in this member. This is
only an initial loss and any further transfer of energy in this
line encounters no povrer loss here because the stub presents a
greater impedance to the energy flow than the conductors.
The other type of loss encountered in coaxial line is
the loss caused by the heating of the conductors due to their finite
resistance through Vifhich the current must flow. If an instantaneous
picture could be taken of the charges in a segment of coaxial cable,
it would be seen that the charges are massed largely on the outside
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of the inner conductor and on the inside surface of the shield.
This phenomenon is called the skin effect .
It is necessary to determine the extent of penetration
of the energy into the outer conductor for two reasons; (1) the
shield must have the necessary dimensions to prevent any total
energy penetration which v/ould result in radiation losses; (2)
the effective volume of the metal through which the current must
flov/ must be determined that the ef-feetive v-.^lume of the metal
through which the eurrent -auet fiew must be detara-lfied so that the
effective resistance and the loss generating heat can be cal-
culated. If we think in tenas of electrons, the problem resolves
itself into the determination of hov^ deeply an electron of the
conductor must be embedded in its surface to be unaffected by the
current and voltage waves traveling dovm the line.
'•It develops that it may be assumed for many calculations
(especially when the frequency is very high) that all the skin thick-
ness ^ where
in which /=* is the specific resistance of the material expressed in
electromagnetic units, and /* is the frequency of the energy being
transmitted. Actually, of course, this is not true. Currents do
not floT/ uniformly for just this depth and then suddenly cease.
Instead they fall off exponentially with penetration. It is just
that cT has been calculated as the depth at which the current falls
off to the proper value (off to '/£ times the maxLmum, where 8 is the
base of Naperian logarithms or about O.U times the maximum value),
So that all currents flowing at greater depths added to those at
lesser depths, gives the equivalent of the average current flowing
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One conclusion that may be drawn from the equation given above is
that as the frequency goes higher, the charge is concentrated more
and more at the surface. Thus, vre can say (however, only with some
fear of oversimplification) that higher frequencies increase the
skin effect and thereby increase losses due to heating, (in the
equation given below it will be seen that a decrease in 6 will result
in an increase in T . )
Now to return to the general problem of making the loss
of energy in a coaxial line as small a fraction of the power trans-
mitted as possible, we see that the skin effect v^ill influence the
dimensions chosen for the line. If the line is properly matched,
the impedance is Zq» The measure of the power dissipated in the
line is I'^r when r is the resistance of the line. The problem,
then, is to minimize I v/rZo or r/Zg. The resistance r may be
calculated in the usual manner;
Resistance = specific resistance x length /area
where is, as before, the specific resistance, ^ the length of
the line, and and ^ are the radii of the inner and outer con-
ductors respectively.
The calculation of the value of Zq is somewhat more
complicated and cannot be shown in detail here. However, it turns
out that when air is the dielectric, Zq depends only on the ratio
£,\ZE5 o4 the
of the^ inner and outer conductors.
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As shown in the graph in 'Figure 2-1;, zhe lainliEum value of
occurs at the point on the b/a axis where the ratio between their radii is
3.6. Since the curve is rather flat at this point, slight variations from
a ratio of 3.6 for the radii of the inner and outer conductors w^ill be un-
important. However, large variations from the optimum value will re-
sult in an important increase in the dissipative loss.
’^Ye have discussed in this chapter why conventional parallel-v/ire
transmission systems are not effective for transmitting ultra-high fre-
quency v/aves. We have also talked about coaxial transmission lines as a
successful means of transmitting microwaves and have discussed the losses
encountered in these lines. Now we turn our attention to v^aveguides as




In the previous chapter sav/ that coaxial lines nay be
successfully used to transmit microwaves. However, vvhen solid
dielectrics are used to support the center conductor, leakage is
always present to some extent, and, over distances of more than
a foot or so, the leakage increases to such an extent that it
becomes quite serious. As previously mentioned, stub supports
rainiraize leakage loss but, especially when bends or more compli-
cated fittings are needed, the fabrication difficulties are very
great. It is obvious that if the center conductor could be done
away with, the difficulties mentioned above would no longer exist.
The transmission of microwaves is accomplished, in many
cases, by means of a hollov/ pipe, or v/avequide, much the same as
is used in conducting water. Because these waveguides contain
no inner conductor virhich would correspond to a wire within an in-
sulator, it is difficult to understand hovj- a closed circuit is
accomplished and, therefore, hov; the device can operate.
Currents do exist in such a system but they are seldom
mentioned because of the difficulty of making a direct measurement
of a current which is spread uniformly over a metallic surface. The
charge in the metal moves from the bottom of the conductor to the
top and doivn again. As the radiant energy flows through the wave-
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guide, the pattern of current flov^ moves along from the source to the
load and the places where the current is moving upwards or dovm-
T^ards is always changing so at any given point on the waveguide, the
charge is alternately moved up or dovm. It must be remembered.
however, that the motion of electrons in the waveguide itself takes
place ~tvith the energy flovr. This flow of energy is often visualized
as being similar to the action of radio waves as they alternately
bounce off the layers of the ionosphere and the earth or like a golf
ball bouncing from top to bottom along the waveguide.
While the analogy of a golf ball bouncing dovm the wave-
guide is useful as a simple explanation of the flovi of electromagnetic
energy in a waveguide, it remains that, for a more complete under-
standing, the energy should be closely identified with the motion of
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I. THE ELECTRIC ANID MGNETIC FIELDS
IVhen we talk about conventional current, vre use such
terras as volts and amperes to recognize and define it. This
procedure is in accordance with the best scientific procedure of
explaining and defining terms in the simplest correct way. It is
only natural, when tv.'o explanations are possible, to use the one
which offers the easier solution. Thus, one seldom talks of
%
electromagnetic fields in connection with conventional current
because this system is not vrell adapted to explaining the phenomena
encountered. Kovrever, when vre speak of the operation of a part-
icular piece of microwave equipment, v.e find that the volt, ampere,
system of reference is not a convenient one to use. A more suc-
cessful method of analyzing the flow of energy in a waveguide is
offered by the E and H system of analysis."^
Essentially there is no more difficulty in visualizing
how the electric and magnetic vectors transfer energy from the
source to the load than there is with charge and voltage, -^t is
usually only a lack of familiarity that makes this system seem
more difficult.
There are at least two advantages in visualizing energy
propagation in terms of electric and magnetic fields. (1) No
^ E represents the electric vector in an electromagnetic vibration
and is in statvolts per cm.,H represents the magnetic vector and
is in oersteds.
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return path is needed so no circuit ( in the conventional sense)
exists and it is only necessary to trace the electric and magnetic
fields from the load to the source. (2) Field quantities, unlike
currents, can travel through a vacuum or a dielectric.
II. WAVECrUIDE DESIGN
Waveguides may be rectangular, oval, or round in cross
section. Hov^ever, rectangular waveguides are the simplest and most
common and it is this type that vfill be discussed for the most
part, although a great deal of the following information may be
extended to guides of other shapes.
Figure 3-2 shows hovf the dimensions of a given wave-
guide are decided upon. It is an example of the development of
a simple type of waveguide and may serve to bridge the gap be-
tween transmission lines and waveguides, although they operate on
different principles.
A quarter-wave resonant stub added across a section of
two wire transmission lines are shovm at left. The point at which
the wire stub is connected to the transmission line is a point of
high impedance and, as a result, the stub will have a negligible
effect on the line. An infinite series of these stubs is shown
in the center of Fig. 3-2 and this series results in a continuous
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Thus, the dimension *’a" of this type of rectangular
waveguide has a minimum dimension of half a wave-length (in order
to propagate a signal) but it may be greater. The dimension "b"
is not critical except as will be seen later.
Since reflections back inside the w^aveguide occur v/hen-
ever there is any sudden discontinuity such as a change in shape
or size (among other things), it is vei^" important that tapered
sections be used to connect waveguides of different size. It is
also advisable to avoid bends in the guide which have too small
a radius of curvature. Right-angle junctions, of course, cannot
be used.
In general, there are two types of waveguide bends.
They are known as the '*E-bend** and the "H-bend” and Figure 3-3
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E-bend the electric vector is forced to change its angle which,
in the H-bend it is 'not. In the H-bend, the opposite is true and
it is the transverse component of the H-field which is forced to
turn as it proceeds along the v/aveguide.
Theoretical losses due to such bend junctions are almost
risgligible even if the radius of curvature is only a few times as
great as the wider dimension of the waveguide. Actual experimental
values of the losses in these bends turn out to be sometrhat higher
than the calculated losses however. This is probably due to the
mechanical difficulty of making truly smooth bends and some re-
flections do occur at points along the bend as vrell as at the joints.

However, even these exjjeriraental Xosses are small and bending a
waveguide is generally considered an easy and efficient v;ay to
turn a corner for both E- and H- bends and circular waveguides as
well as other types.
III. WAVEGUIDE FIELDS
In general, when crossed electric and magnetic fields
are introduced at the source end of a vraveguide they will automat-
ically attempt to transfer energy into the guide. If the load
end of the waveguide is perfectly matched, the H contours of the
energy will move doTivn the pipe like a series of smoke rings, while
the electric lines will radiate out from the center of the pipe
and will be distrubuted in time (and, therefore, in distance along
the pipe) according to the sine-wave form of the imput voltage.
However a number of factors effect the shape of these fields and
the various types of transmission are called modes of propagation.
The particular mode that might exist in a given waveguide would
depend on the method of excitation and the shape and dimensions of
the guide. This topic will be discussed -more fully in section IV of
this chapter.
As Vie have said, there are many different types or modes
of propagation. However, in a rectangular viraveguide, one mode (the
TE^jq mode) is generally superior to all others. A waveguide in
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narrow (or”b'* dimension is less than one-half wavelength, and the
wide (or” a**) dimension is greater than a half-wave length but less
than a whole v/avelength. An example of the TE]^,q mode is given in
Fig. 3-h along with other possible types.
IV. TYPES OF PROPAGATION
The terminology used in naming the various modes of
propagation looks rather complicated at first glance but it is
not all hard to understand. In general, either the electric or
magnetic field will have no component along the length of the guide
and it is this fact that is responsible for the first two letters
in the naming of waveguide modes.
The letters ”TM" refer to transverse-magnetic and in ”TIf'
propagation, there is no magnetic field in the direction of pro-
pagation down the tube. The magnetic propagation is transverse.
The letters ”TE*’ refer to transverse-electric and signify that the
electric field is transverse and has no longitudinal component in
the direction of propagation. The first subscript is used to tell
the number of half-cycle patterns which exist along the wide edge,
and the second number describes the sajne thing for the narrow edge.
The subscript numbers are needed because there are numerous modes
of operation (or oscillation) depending upon the cross section of
the hollow metal tube and on how it is excited from the r-f* source.
r-f = radio frequency
irvT,.’-'
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V. THE TR/.NSMISSION OF ENERGY IN V/AVEGUIDES
There are tv/o requirements that must be met in order
for electromagnetic fields to be propagated doT/n a hollow metal
tube or waveguide. These conditions are; (1) the frequency
must be high enough and, (2) the fields must have certain definite
distributions.
A given waveguide will not transmit energy whose fre-
quency is below a certain value. This lower frequency limit is
known as the cut-off frequency. If the guide is just a half a
wave length in width (dimension "a"), the wave v/ill reflect back
and forth across the guide and will make no progress (hence cut-
off frequency).
The velocity of the r-f energy in a waveguide is alv^ays
slower than in air. This is due to the fact that the wave is
reflected from wall to wall and does not travel straight through
the guide. The group velocity varies with the tube dimensions
(dimension "a” in a rectangular guide) and with the frequency.
This velocity is always less than the speed of light and increases
as the wavelength becomes shorter because there are fewer reflections
from the waveguide walls for a given amount of forward travel. (See
Fig. 3-5 (a)). As the wavelength becomes longer and approaches the
cut-off frequency there are more reflections from the wave-guide
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walls for a given amount of forv^ard travel' and, therefore, the
group velocity decreases. (See Fig. 3-5 (h)).
The attenuation in a rectangular waveguide of a given
size increases as the wavelength of the signal increases towards
the cut-off value. This happens because there are more reflections
which result in higher losses due to the r-f currents in the "skin"
of the inside wall. If the wave-length becojiies very short, the
attenuation again increases because of an increase in the "skin
effect" at higher frequencies.
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THE PRODUCTION OF MICRaVAVES
As we have seen in the previous chapters, microwaves
are ultra-high frequency electromagnetic waves and we have dis-
cussed how this energy can be transmitted by coaxial lines and by
waveguides. It is the pxirpose of this chapter to investigate the
means of producing these microv^aves.
I. THE FUNCTION OF RESONAIfT CAVITIES
At ordinary radio frequencies, a resonant circuit,
consisting of lumped values of inductance, capacitance, and re-
sistance, accomplishes at least three things; (1) it fixes the
frequency at which the oscillation takes place, (2) it acts as a
storage place in v^hich r-f energy can initially accumulate and
build up to a high voltage, and, (3) with the circuit of the os-
cillator, it provides feedback to the grid in proper phase and
impedance so that the oscillation will be maintained. The function
of a resonant cavity is analogous to that of a resonant circuit.
However, there are fundamental differences between the two and the
analogies should not be carried so far that the advantages of cavity
resonators are not seen.
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II. THE DETERIvIINATION OF FREQUENCY IN RESONAiTT CIRCUITS
As we stated above, resonant cavities are much the saxae
in function as resonant circuits. A brief discussion of a resonant
circuit such as the Hartley Oscillator (Fig. U-1) follows;
Here the procedure Thrill be reversed and a situation of oscillation
will exist. In addition, the plate circuit of the oscillator tube
is regulated by the grid in such a way that the oscillating charge
in the tank circuit is given a "push" at just the proper point in
each cysle. The situation is analogous to a pendulum which, once
set in motion, can be caused to have a greater and greater amplitude
by a slight impetus at the proper point in the cycle. The amplitude
of the oscillation will increase until a load, either intentionalor
accidental, appears and drains off energy as fast as the B-battery
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this condition prevails because this increase causes the amount of
power flowing into the external load to get larger until the in-
creasing oscillation strength becomes equal to the power from the
vacuum tube circuit.
The frequency of the oscillation is determined by the
size of the condenser and the inductance according to the equation,
f= l/2TT\fLc'
The strength of the oscillation in a Hartley oscillator
is limited by the ability of the resonant circuit to store the
energy it receives as v/ell as by how much energy is fed into the
oscillation by the vacuum tube. A factor expressed by Q is a sort
of reciprocal measure of the friction of the oscillator and there-
by expresses the ability of the resonant circuit to store the
energy it receives.
”’)Vhen the Hartley oscillator is first turned on, only a small
amount of charge travels back and forth from condenser plate to
condenser plate. As cycles elapse and additional energy is admit-
ted to the tank circuit by the tube, the oscillating current grows
and it would continue to do so indefinitely if it vrere not for
losses in the resonant circuit itself, and from it into the load.
The Q of the circuit is a meas\ire of the degree of freedom from such
losses . ”5
The oscillation is first built up by having energy fed
into the circuit at the proper time in each cycle by battery B.
In order that this might be accomplished, the oscillation is allow-
ed to affect the grid of the tube in such a way as to apply volt-
age across a portion of the inductance at just the right moment in
each cycle.
5 . Ibid p.172
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III. THE development OF A ^^ONANT CAVITY
We have seen how a resonant circuit deperxds on the action
of a condenser and an inductance arranged as a tank circuit. If
we were to start to build such a circuit starting with a single
loop of wire and a condenser (Fig U-2 (a*)) vie would have a re-
sonant circuit of a fairly high frequency but still v/ell below
microwave frequencies. The frequency would be increased by
and the size of the loop practically infinitesimal before micro-
wave frequencies could be reached. However, the inductance of the
loop could be reduced by adding other loops in parallel with it as
shown in Fig U-2 (b). In the limit of such additions, a dough-
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In this section we have seen how a resonant cavity might
be thought of as developing from the concept of current flowing
back and forth from one plate of a condenser to the other through
an inductance. However, a word of caution should be injected here.
The concept of inductance and capacitance is used simply as an
analogy and only as a ma.tter of convenience. The roles of cap-
acitance and inductance in a resonant cavity are nowhere near
as simple as this discussion might imply. Capacitance effects
exist between the various loops of the inductance as well as
between the plates of the condenser. These effects are important
and must be included in any calculation if the calculation is to
be valid. Resonant cavities are much more versatile devices than
this method of presentation would imply. The shapes they can
assume are many and varied and the rhumbatron design is only one.
In most of these there is apparently no correspondence in current
flow to the charging and discharging of a condenser through an
inductance.
IV. FORMS OF RESONANT CAVITIES
The three general types of resonant cavities can be
differentiated by means of their general physical construction.
The first of these general types is called the coaxial resonator
and is one in which coaxial conductors are used. They find their
application largely as supports to the inner conductor of a coaxial
line and are there referred to as stub supports. The second is the
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rhumbatron or reentrant type, which has already been mentioned. The
third, known as waveguide cavities, are ones in which the hollow
volume may be thought of as a section of a waveguide which is closed
off at both ends.
There are three general shapes of waveguide or nonreentrant
cavities. They are spheres, cylinders, or rectangular prisms. The
last two of these are easiest to understand because they may be
thought of as pieces of cylindrical or rectangular waveguides closed
off at both ends. The energy in such a piece of waveguide travels
back and forth being sucessively reflected from each end. Resonance
takes place if the time of travel is synchronized with the energy
fed into the cavity.
V. SLUG TUNING OF RESONANT CAVITIES
Onee a cavity is made to operate at a given frequency,
it is often desirable to be able to vary this frequency over a
small range without appreciably affecting the Q. This is accomp-
lished by introducing a small metal screvir or slug into the cavity.
If the slug is inserted so that it intercepts more H
lines than E lines, the frequency will be raised; if more E than
H lines are interrcepted, the resonant frequency will be lowered.^
The insertion of a metal slug into a resonant cavity so
that it cuts more H lines than E lines is analogous to puttihg a
6. Ibid p 193
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slug into a coil of wire which would lower the inductance and
therefore raise the resonant frequency. If the slug was placed
betvreen the plates of a condenser so that it interrupted the
electric field, it would raise the capacitance and therefore lower
the resonant frequency.
VI. APPLICATIONS OF CAVITY RESONATORS
A list of some of the uses of cavities would include;
frequency and wavelength measurement, microwave-frequency filter-
ing, cavity-frequency conversion, antenna termination, coaxial
supports, amplifier tuned circuits, transmitter receiver boxes, and
frequency standards
.
7 . Ibid. p. 191^
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In the following sections of this chapter microwave
generators will be considered but it is proper that some mention
be made here of the type of oscillator operation that is used in
connection v^ith them. Cavities are used in conjunction with all
three of the major kinds of generators. Disk-seal tubes and
klystrons use the Rhumbatron type of cavity, while magnetrons usually
use a modified form of cylindrical cavity with slot-coupling to
the electron trajectories. This turns out to be the most logical
procedure because the nature of a magnetron is such that no single
electron beam is distinguished. However, in the klystron and the
disk-seal tube all electrons follow essentially the same path and
Q
the resulting beam passes through the cavity.
VII. MICROV/AVE OSCILLATORS
lYhen a signal is applied to the grid of an ordinary
triode vacuum tube, that signal also appears on the plate with
the same or increased power or voltage. However, if this signal
is changing at the high rates of oscillation common to microv/ave
frequencies, this situation does not prevail. There is a finite
time of transit for the electron beam and this time must elapse
before the grid voltage is felt by the plate. Usually the fre-
quency is so low that this time of transit is negligible in com-
parison but at microwave frequencies the transit times may not
be small compared to the period of modulation frequency. When
8. Ibid. p. 19U
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this situation exists, the tube is subjected to what is known as
beam loading and the efficiency of the whole circuit is impared.
For this reason, the usual type of amplitude-modulated tube is
not useful at raicrov/ave frequencies.
VIII. THE KLYSTRON, A VELOCITY MODULATED TUBE
The problem of beam loading is solved by means of a
velocity modulation tube. Such tubes have small transit times
over very small distances between a pair of closely spaced grids.
The average number of electrons remains constant and it is just
their difference in velocity which is used to produce a signal.
is replaced by a complete electron gun much the same as is used
in a cathode-ray tube. The beam of electrons leave this gun and
all proceed to the first buncher grid at the same velocity. They
enter the buncher space without hesitation because the buncher
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voltages are disconnected from the cathode. The voltage input is
put across the first two buncher grids and when the second buncher
grid is positive with respect to the first, the electrons between
the two are accelerated, if it is negative, they are retarded.
If we start an observation at the time when the second
buncher grid is negative with respect to the first, we see that
the first electrons emitted will be moving at a relatively slow
velocity. As that gird becomes positive with respect to the other,
the electron velocity will increase until maximum electron velocity
is reached. These later electrons are moving at a greater velocity
than the earlier ones and if the drift space, which lies just be-
yond the buncher, is long enough, they will catch the slower ones.
dones and over bunching will occur rather than the complete bunch'
ing which is desired.
Another set of grids, known as catcher grids are used
as a plate. V^henever a bunch of electrons pass through them
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voltage drops to zero. Thus, if the drift space is the proper
length so that complete bunching occurs at the catcher grids, a
voltage will appear betvireen the catcher grids every cycle. Thus
an alternating voltage appears at the cather grids in response
to one on the buncher grids. There has been only one really
successful method of applying or taking off the necessary ultra-
high frequency alternating voltages that are needed in conjunct-
ion with buncher and catcher grids. It is accomplished by
surrounding the grid pairs with a resonant cavity. Such a cavity
is not limited by the stray capacity of ordinary tank circuits,
and can be made to supply or receive a voltage at almost any
desired frequency. A velocity-modulated tube of this type is
known as a KLYSTRON.^
n. MAGNETRON OSCILLATORS
While the subject of magnetrons or negative-resistance
magnetrons (dynatrons) is much too extensive to be discussed
in any detail in this paper, it is the opinion of the writer
that some brief mention should be made of them because of their
great importance and for the sake of completness.
In general construction a magnetron consists of a piece
of straight wire which serves as a cathode surrounded by a cylind'
rical anode. The electric field between these two members tends
9. Ibid p. 22 7-8
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to make the electron emitted by the cathode move in a straight line
out towards the anode. However, a magnetic field is introduced
to the system that tends to iirge the electron sidevfise as it moves
out. If this field is strong enough, the emitted electron will
never reach the anode (theoretically) but will simply travel in
a circular path and end up back at the cathode. The return of
these electrons to the cathode causes then to collide wdth elect-
rons leaving the cathode and wdth ositive ions which are attracted
into the neighborhood of the cathode. Thus there exists a cloud
of electrons around the cathode forming a virtual cathode v/hich
causes the actual cathode to act as if it had a diameter larger
than its actual physical diameter. This and other factors causes
(under practical conditions) some current to flov/ to the anode,
and if any individual electron is traced over enough revolutions,
it may be assumed to reach the anode ultimately. Bombardment of
the cathode also results in an increase in cathode temperature
and precautions must be taken or adjustments made for this.
There are two general types of magnetrons. They are
(1) the transit-time magnetron and the negative-resistance
or dynatron type. The latter of these two is older and less
useful than the former and it operates efficiently only at fre-
quencies which are low in comparison to the transit time, and
thus is relatively useless for microwave work. In general, they
are only suitable for the generation of wave-lengths that are
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longer than about 50 centimeters. Thus, for this discussion, vie
will confine ourselves to the transit-time magnetron. The gen-
eral principals of both types are xauch the same.
As has been mentioned before, magnetrons are used
in connection Tj-ith resonant circuits or cavities. The magnetic
field of the oscillator is adjusted into the neighborhood of
its critical value and the frequency of oscillation is controlled
not only by the resonant circuits but also by the strengths of the
electric and magnetic fields. Because the electrons move through
approximately circular orbits, it is now no longer necessary that
a
the transit time be made small in terms of^cycle.
In the practical case, the cylindrical anode is not
made up of one piece of metal but is composed of many (two or more)
long, concave pieces which are insulated from each other. The
resonant circuit in connection with the magnetron vrorks v^ith
the flow of energy in the tube to make these different sections
of the anode at different potentials with e<.'ch other. J^s the
electron is emitted from the cathode, it moves slowly out tov^ard
the anode and in an arc due to the force of the magnetic field.
If this electron approaches an anode sector just as that part
of the anode is being urged to become positively charged by
virture of the resonant devices connected between it and the
adjacent sectors, the electrons approach v/ill help make the plate
positive end in doing so it will tend to reduce the electrons orbit
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and thereby cause it to head back tov:ards the cathode. Such is
the case at points 1,2, and in Fig. U-d During these falls, the
oscillation in the associated
resonators is given a boost and
the^electron begins to spiral
outward towards another anode
and pick up more energy. Thus
a rapid system of oscillation is
set up in which transit time plays
no part and it is merely the loops
of the electrons approachint^ and receeding from the anode which
takes the place of a grid and a plate in a conventional triode.
If the anode of a magnetron is composed of eight sec-
tions, eight resonant devices must be connected between the adjac-
ent sectors. These act as lumped inductances connected across
the capacitance existing betv/een adjacent anode sections. These
resonant devices are, in actual practice, resonant cavities and
they allow a simple and rigid method or construction.

The useful load is extracted from a microwave magnetron
by means of a coupling loop which is generally inserted into one
of the resonant cavities. This loop need only be connected to
one of the eight or more resonant cavities because, in a practical
tube, all the resonant cavities are so closely coupled together
that extracting energy from one is the sane as taking it from
them all.~^ follovd.ng quotation, while not a definition in
any sense of the term, is a brief statement concerning magne-
trons which may be used as a basis for summarizing thought about
them.
'•All magnetron vacuum tubes have some general features
11
. Ibid. p. 253
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of construction in common. The anodes are alv^ays essentially
cylindrical in shape, and the cathode alv/ays consists of a v.dre-
like structure placed along the axis of that cylinder. Such
tubes are used only as oscillators, and a resonant circuit is
alvfays used in conjunction v<ith the anode. As v/ith many other
types of electronic oscillators, at lovr frequencies this resonant
circuit may consist of a combination of lumped inductances and
capacitance. At higher frequencies it may take the form of an
open-v.dre transmission line, vdaile at micro',vave frequencies it
may consist of a single or iiultiple array of resonant cavities .”12
X JISK-SSi\L OR ”LIGHTHOUSh'' Tl'BES
Earlier in this chapter yre sav/ that ordinary electron
tubes were not satisfactory at microwave frequencies beca'use the
time of transit of an electron from the grid to the plate was too
great and because shunt capacitances existed betvreen the various
elements of the tube which were detriitiental to its functioning
at ultra-high frequencies. There is, hovrever, one type of triode
vacuum tube generally knovm as the disk-seal type which has proven
useful at frequencies extending up into the region of true micro-
wave frequencies, ie: 3000 wc-j:- and higher. Because of its general
appearance, a disk-seal tube of this type is often referred to
as a lighthouse tube.
The travel time of the electron from the cathode to the
plate is greatly reduced in such a tube simply by mounting the
cathode, grid, and plate very close together. ”A typical disk-
seal tube has a cathode-grid spacing of .OOI4 inch and a grid-
plate spacing of .012 inch. It is holding these dimensions to
12, Ibid. p. 238
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good eccuracy that makes the tube so s uce s s t u I , " *
^
The unwanted inductance and capacitance values
associated with electrode connections are reduced to a
fTiinimum by making the grid, plate, and cathode systems
entirely separate from each other and attaching them toge
ther only through glass which forms the vacuum seal.
13 Ibid p. 255
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MICROWAVE lADIATION AND ANTENNA SYSTEMS
Up to now microwave radiation has been thought of
only as a problem which affects the proper functioning of
microwave oscillators and transmission systems. Yet it is
this radiation which is the desired end-product and often
the starting point of mos f microwave systems. Microwave
generators produce the necessary high-frequency waves
which are transported by waveguides or coaxial lines to
some convenient radiating or antenna system. Here they
are sent through the ether (to be conventional) to^micro-
wave receiver either by reflection or direct transmission.
So we see, in the overall view of microwave systems, that
radiation or antenna systems play an important part,
I. ENERGY RADIATION POYNTING’S VECTOR
In free space or In any isotropic medium, the
E and H vectors of electromagnetic waves are always per-
pendicular to each other, Tbe magnitude and direction of
energy propagation in the E and H system is given by a
third vector called Po yn t i ng * s vector . The numerical
value of Poynting’s vector varies with the cross product
of E and H in the vicinity where the energy flow is to be
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determined. Figure 5-1 gives en example of Poynting’s
vector and the caicuiations necessary to determine it.
A slight investigation ofPoynting’s vectors will help
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When charges are accelerated the electric fields
about them are much different than when they move at con-
stant velocities. Let us assume that the charge Q (Fig,
5-2) is first observed at the point A and then moves a
distance Sx to B with an Increasing velocity or accelera-
tion, Thn, after the charge reaches B it continues on
a distance £x to D at a constant rate of speed because
the accelerating force has been removed. Now let us
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look at the nature of the field around the charge as it
reaches D. If we consider T to be the time taken for the
charge to move the entire distance AD f and the speed of
light C to be the velocity of the fieic, the distance the
such as P, which is farther from the charge than CT, is
unaffected by any of the mo tion until after the time of
the final observation.
By the same reasoning, if f is the time the charge
moves with constant velocity, the wave has only time to
travel a distance Ct to point S at the time of final ob
servation. Thus the line of force (Fig, 5-2 (A))must
start out along RS and end up along OP. This line Is
surely continuous so S and O are connected and the por-
tion SO shows the effect of acceleration.
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In Fig 5~2 (B) the field arising from the
acceleration of the charge (section SO) is drawn on a
larger scale along with the magnetic lines of force and
Poynting’s vector . It is dear that the energy flow
(represented by Poynting’s vector) has a component out-
ward from the path of the charge and it is this component
that represents energy radiated out into space.
Thus we see that ifthe velocity of a charge is
increased, energy is radiated. It makes no difference
whether the charge is accelerated to the right or to the let
or if the charge is oscillated back and forthas in an
ordinary antenna, radiation occurs at regular intervals
corresponding to each acce I e r a t i on
,
II, DIPOLE RADIATORS
Dipole radiators or half-wave dipoles, as they
are usually called, are not dipoles in the usual sense
of the term but are instead center-fed half-wave antennas
which are connected to balance resonant lines, **A dipole
is, strictly speaking, a pair of oscillating or station-
ary charges or magnetic poles, which are separated by a
distance that is very small in comparison to a wavelength
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5 — 3 shows a t h rcc — d i mg n $ i on a I rgprgsgn —
tation of a half-wavg dipole antenna. Figure 5-3 (B)
shows arrows radiating from the space between the two
as a basis tor understanding the action ot the dipole as
an ene rg y rad i a tor
,
As the current flows out of the source (drawn
here as a tuned circuit but probably a generator and a
resonant cavity In actual practice) into the connecting
wires, it travels in one direction until the polarity is
changed and then it reverses its direction. Since this

flow In one direction is just wave-length, the charge
has time to flow from the source to the end of one of the
dipole radiators before it starts back. Since the
polarity of the two terminals is opposite, the charge Is
moving away from the source in one half of the dipole
while it is moving towards the source In the other. Thus
the charge on the arms of the radiator acts as though
it moved back and forth along the whole length. Any
electromagnetic field set up by a current in one of the
conductors ( in a coaxial line) Is just canceled by that
in the other and thus radi ation is obtained only from
the dipole itself and not from the associated feed circuit.
As has been mentioned before, a dipole radiator
is usually considered to be y wave-length long. If this
were actually true each half of fhe dipole would be -j
wave-length. This is not actually the case. Certain
correction factors must be introduced which make the
radiator 10 to 20 percent shorter than the theoretical
length. One correction is necessary because the electri-
cal waves act as though the radiator was not connected at
the physical junction to the feed but rather at some
distance down the feed ci rcu i t . The usual design pro-
cedure is to make the arms of the dipole slightly too
long and then trim them down until s t a nd i ng- wa v e- r a t i
o
measurements show that the antenna is accepting an
s'it
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optimum amount ot power*
Dipoles are frequently used as radiators In
connection with waveguides as well as coaxial lines*
When used in this manner they are parasitic in funct-
ion In that they absorb energy from the wave guide and
reradlate It * Figure 5-4 shows an example. The dipole
Is mounted on a small reflecting plate so that It faces
the waveguide* The reflecting plate Is connected to
the waveguide by a low loss dielectric which allows the
energy reradlated by the
dipole to reach the re-
flector and form the
radiated beam.
III* MICROWAVE FOCUSING
The size of microwaves makes it possible to
build radiating systems that are large compared with the
wave-length of the radiated energy* This Is not true of
conventional radio waves and only at frequencies as great
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as those used in the microwave range is it practical to
use specially constructed surfaces to focus the radio
waves. * ^
The most common reflecting system used in
connection with microwaves is the well known parabolic
reflector. In general, the si tuation is analogous to
that at light and the shape of the beam depends on the
shape of the reflector and the position of the radiating
source. However, it is not possible to transmit a micro-
wave-radio beam which is exactly cylindrical in shape.
In the microwave case It is not the exactness of manufact-
ure of the parabolic surface of the reflector that is
the limi.ting factor. Rather, It is diffraction of the
waves around the edge of the reflector which prohibits
transmission exactness. The larger the reflector in
comparison with the wave-length, the closer the approach
to the ideal of a c y I I n d r i c a I I y shaped beam. In general
the narrowness of the radio beam is a function of the
size of the dish only. If the placing of the feed and the
shaping of the disk are correct or nearly so,*^
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IV. SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OF AMTEMMAS
Certain situations have arisen in the practical
application ot microwaves, especially in radar, that
have necessitated the development ot special antenna
arrays. One problem that was inherent in search radar
systems was to produce a beam ot relatively large angular
crossection, such as 30 degrees or more, which had sharp
beam edges so that a target could be accurately located
by swinging the edge ot the beam on and ott ot it. Such
a beam was produced by placing a number ot dipoles side
by side so that their resulting beam was composed ot a
number ot very sharp beams.
Frequently it was necessary that a radar produce
a beam that was broad in one direction but narrowly re-
stricted in the other. This may be accomplished by means
ot a specially designed retlector. Such a retlector may
be produced by cutting a parabolic retlector roughly in
thirds and using only the middle third with two tiat
parallel sides replacing the edges which were cut ott.
Corner rctlectors produce polarization just as
a Ni CO I prism does in the optical tield. These retlectors
are made up ot two trames made ot wood or some dielectric
which are placed at 90 degrees to each other. The dipole
radiator is inserted app rox i ma te I y at the midpoint along
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the junction of the two. Pdrallel strips of wire or
some conductor are stretched across the frames so as
to form a group of parallel conductors in planes which
form a 90 degree corner,
A variation of the corner reflector is useful
In testing radar systems. This type of corner reflector
is made up ot three planes of conducting materila put
together to form a pyramid I see Fig. 5-5 (A) ), This
type of corner reflector is used without feeds of any sort
as a simple and efficient source of echo signal. The
addition of the third side removes any possibility of
polarization.
Figure 5-5 (B) is a representation of what is
called an echo - box . It Is a hollow metal cube with a
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box dcts as a resonant cavity and stores the energy which
strikes the antenna. This energy is then retransmitted
by the radiator at a somewhat longer period and at a
reduced strength. The echo-box Is also useful In radar
tests because It sends back echoes ot the transmitted
pulse of energy so as to simulate distance measurements
In terms of the time of flight of the radio energy.
Two major considerations for antennas for air-
craft radar are that they must be designed to have no
dead spots and must present a minimum of wind resist-
ance. Dipole antennas present little wind resistance
but there Is a null In radiation at the end of the dipole.
This null can be avoided by using a mu I 1 1 p I e deformed
dipole such as Is shown In Figure 5-6 which has a radiat-
ion pattern that Is nearly spherical. The complete
assembly of such an antenna Is only about the size of
a silver do liar.
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Wh en d fTiultlplf di po Ic dntenod Is designed so
«s to radiate energy in all horizontal directions but not
in unnecessary vertical coverage, this is known as an tenna
ga_i_n^. Since the law of conservation of energy applies,
the antenna does not manufacture energy but the so-called
gain comes about simply because the energy Is selectively
transmitted In a certain direction at the expense of some
other direction, |f an antenna radiates equally in all
directions its gain is said to be unity in all directions




If an antenna's radiation was all forward and none back-
ward, the gain In all forward direcfions would be 2 and in
dll backward directions It would be zero.
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VI. MICROWAVE propagation
As with redio waves, microwave propagation has
to consider the tact that some of the radiated energy will
strike the ground before it is received by the antenna.
The situation with microwaves Is not as important as in
radio because radio’s wider beam results in more earth
reflection. In general, however, some of the energy re-
flects from the ground and is out of phase with the direct-
ly transmitted beam when it recrosses it. For this reason
the antenna pattern depends not only on the antenna design
but also on the height of the radiating antenna above the
ground and on its angle of tilt with the ground.
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EXPERIMENTS IN MICROWAVE OPT ICS
Since microwaves are the same as light waves
except that they have a wave-length about one million
times as great, we would expect that they would follow
the laws that govern optical phenomena and produce the
same effects such as interference, diffraction, and re-
flection which are common to light. The experiments
that follow show that optical experiments with micro-
waves are possible with comparatively simple and Inex-
pensive equipment. Furthermore, microwaves may be intro-
ductory to the study of x-rays and radio waves,
I. THE MICROWAVE TRANSMITTER
The laboratory microwave transmitter used to
produce microwaves for the following experiments consist-
ed of a power supply, an oscillator, and an antenna.
The power supply consisted of a 6.3 volt
cathode heater, a 200 volt plate potential and a 10,000
ohm variable resistor which allowed the operator to vary
the intensity of the radiated energy. An ordinary 110
volt 60 cycle alternating voltage was impressed on,
a
transformer so that it could deliver the above stated
voltages. The tube I see next paragraph) was se I t - re c t i f y-
i«
The oscillator, which is the heart of a micro-
wave transmitter, consisted of a resonant cavity and a
"lighthouse” tube. The resonant cavity consisted of two
coaxial resonant cavities with the disk seal tube as an
intergral part of the outer one. The tube oscillated at
a frequency of 3000 megacycles and the unit was a source
of continuous microwaves appo r x i ma te
I y 12 centimeters long.
The antenna system consisted of a dipole antenna
and a parabolic reflector.
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The oscillator or transmitter was plugged Into
the 120 volt, 60 cycle line and a short time allowed for
the cathode of the tube to get hot. Then the knob on the
back was turned to the right (variable resistor). The
intensity meter was held about 10 feet away and observed.
Then the feedback coupling screw (resonant cavity slug)
was turned until the meter reading was a maximum. At
this distance, the maximum reading should be about one-
quarter of the full scale. If the reading was not this
high, the antenna was moved in or out of the cavity.
This adjustment, like that of the coupling screw, is
critical. If the loop is too far out, the radiated power
will be very low; if pushed too far In, the loading of
the oscillator may be too great and oscillation will be
prevented or unstable.
II. THE MICRO'JC'AVE RECEIVER OR INTENSITY METER
The intensity meter is show d I ag r amma t i ca I I y in
Figure 6-2. The meter consists of a crystal detector
with a half-wave dipole antenna and a short coaxial line.
A layer of cellulose Scotch tape wrapped around the cry-
stal holder acts as a by-pass for the radio frequency.
The quarter-wave stub acts as a by-pass for the rectified
current without reflecting the radio frequency at that
point. Since the electric field undergoes a change of
phase of 180 degrees upon reflection, the metal reflector
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disc Is placed
-jr wavelength behind the antenna so that
the reflected wave will arrive at the antenna in phase
with the incident wave.
We know from optics, tha t The intensity is
proportional to the square of the amplitude. In this
receiver, the current through the crystal Is very nearly
proportional to the sc,uare of the potential across It,
Thus the meter (G.E. Model DO-40 m i c ro amme t e r ) reading is
proportional to the intensity of radiation.
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III. DETERMINATION OF WAVELENGTH
This experiment demonstrates standing waves
and gives a fairly accurate measurement of the wavelength
of the microwaves transmitted by the transmitter.
The intensity meter was moved back and forth
along the meter stick (see Fig. 6-3). The intensity
decreased and increased as the receiver moved through
points of maxima and minima. A meter stick or wooden
optical bench was used instead of the regular metal
optical bench because any iron in the field of the waves
tends to distort the field*
The data of the experiment is given below.
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Ave. difference =6.2 cm.
A = 2(6.2) - 12.4 cm.
Thus we see that the wave-length of the micro-
waves generated by the generator i^ about 12.4 cm. The
length of the dipole antenna measures 5.9 cm. In length.
This crresponds with the experimentally determined half-
wave length of 6.2 cm. when the corrections noted In
chapter V are considered.
IV. HUYGHENS' PRINCIPLE
When waves pass through an aperture they always
spread out to some extent in a direction not directly ex-
posed to the oncoming waves. This phenomenon is called
diffraction and will be discussed In greater detail at
a later fi>o i n t in this chapter. As an explanation for
this diffraction, Huyghens*, nearly three hundred years
ago proposed the theory or principle that bears his name.
« The name Is spelt both Huyghens and Huygens depending
on the text. It is believed that Huygens Is correct but
for this paper both spellings will be used depending on
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Huyghens' theory of light states that light is
i wave motion disturbance in some medium, such as ether.
Every vibrating point on the wave-front may be regarded
as the center of a new wave. These new disturbances
travel with equal velocity and they are enveloped by a
surface whose properties are Identical with the surface
from which the secondary disturbances start. This new
surface forms the new wa ve-f ron t . ^
^
When light falls on a small aperture it spreads
out to some extent in al I directions on the other side of
the aperture rather than just appearing as a beam.
Huyghens' principle explains this phenomenon of diffract-
ion by stating that each point on the wave which traverses
the aperture acts as a new
O/F/^^ACT/OA/ OF
A 5 mall AP£R.ru/^£
6~4
radiating center and becomes
the source of spherical waves.
The total sum of all these
waves result In a wave effect
which acts as though a radiat-
ing source was located at the
center of the aperture.
(see Fig. 6-4 )
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A v«ry narrow slit placed in front of the micro-
wave radiator will illustrate diffraction, A large piece
of
-jf inch mesh wire with a narrow (abt, 4 cm, ) slit cot
in it was placed in front of the radiator and the micro
-
wave detector was moved about In front of the aperture.
It was observed that the intensity of the radiation varied
with the angle from a perpendicular bisector of the aperture
towards the plane of the wire screen,
V, YOUNG'S PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOS I T ION OR INTERFERENCE
When two beams of light cross each other, they do
so without either one producing any modification of the
other after it passes beyond the region of crossing. How-
ever, the amplitude and intensity of the beam ( the result-
ant caused by the summation of the two beams crossing) In
this region may be very different from the sum of those
contributed by the two beams acting separately, ’’This
modification os intensity obtained by the superposition of
two or more beams of light we call i n te r f e rencc (italics
in the original). If the resultant intensity is zero or
in general less than we expect from the separate intensities
we have destructive interference
,
while if it is greater,
we have construct! ve interference,”*^ Bee:- »u-s e of fKe
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Because of the short wave length of light, this phenomenon
was difficult to observe and was entirely overlooked In
the time prior to 1800 when the corpuscular theory of
light (advanced by Newton— against the wave theory ad-
vanced by Huyghens) was p r e dom i n an t , The first man to
sucessfully establish the wave theory of light was Dr,
Thomas Young an English physician and physicist. His work
took a large step towards establishing the wave theory be-
cause he successtully demonstrated the interference of
light--which cannot be successfully explained by the cor-
puscular theory, but which is easily understood by means of
the wave theor y.
When Huyghens' wavelets are produced at two
points, an Interference pattern is obtained in the radiant
field, A brief discussion of the theory behind this would
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If, 4s is usually the case, the two slits Sj
and $2 «re the same size, the amplitudes rj and rQ oi the
two waves x and y wi I I be equal. Thus ri* rQ " r. The
Resultant intensity at any point P Is
I = R^= 4r^cos^ ^/2
where3ls the phase difference between the t wo s u pe r I mpo s e d
vibrations and given by the relation
^ = 2 path difference = 2Tt/;\
- S |P)
for the optical case:
BRIGHT FRINGES : x - n\0/d
and
DARK FRINGES. x = (n*
-^ ) AD/d
where n Is the order,*^
19. For a more complete discussion - see Ibid P. 57-59
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The above two equations apply only when D is some
thousand times larger than d or x and do not apply in the
case of the usual microwave experiment.
The experiment that was conducted in the field of
examination of the Interference between directly trans-
mitted beams of microwaves Is not entirely analogous to
the above optical case. Instead of using a single source
and then Interrupting the beam with a diaphragm which
contained two apertures, a double source was obtained by
means of an accessory to the transmitter (shown In Fig 6 - 6 )
which gave two secondary sources. The coupling loop was
placed in the position of the regular dipole antenna and
adjusted ( in or out) to give maximum production of waves.
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The two secondary radiators were mounted on two half-
meter sticks ana the Intensity meter was moved about In
front of them, interference was observed and the results
are shown graphical ly on page 71, The two half-meter
sticks were placed at a slight angle to each other so
that the beam of the radiators Intersected each other,
(t was necessary to keep the reflectors behind the dipoles
of the secondary radiators so that the antenna gain would
be sufficient to give significant readings. However, with
the reflector, the beams were so directional that unless
the reflectors were placed at an angle to each other, the
beams did not Intersect except at such a distance that
the Intensi ty was too slight to be readable on the mlcro-
amme ter receiver.
The successful use of the coa x I a I cable re-
quired the development of some experlmenfal technique.
Any sharp bends In the cable had to be avoided. The
couplings which connected the various segments of the
cable had to be securely fastened. The *’T” coupling had
to be maintained In as horizontal position as possible.
When the secondary radiators were used with the microwave
generator, the tuning slug had to be readjusted to give
maximum radiation. The coupling loop of the coaxial cable
r"
should be pu^ed Into the dipole opening as fas as possible
for maximum efficiency
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when maximum radiation is obtained from the
two secondary radiators, the radiation ot one of
is considerably less than the radiation from the
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VI. DIFFRACTION (FRESNEL TYPE)
When i beam of light passes through a narrow
slit, it spreads out to a certain extent into the region
of the geometrical shadow. This effect, already noted
in part IV of this chapter, is one of the simplest ex-
amples of di ffraction
,
ie: of the failure of light to
travel in straight lines.
Diffraction phenomena are conveniently divided
into two general classes: II) Fraunhofer diffraction -
-
the source of light and the screen on which the pattern
is observed are effectively at Infinite distances from
the aperture causing the diffraction, and 12) F re s ne I
diffraction -- where either the source or the screen,
or both, are at tinite distances from the aperture,
Fraunhofer diffraction is much simpler to treat theoret-
ically, It Is easily observed in practice by rendering
the light from a source parallel with a lens, and focus-
ing it on a screen with another lens, placed behind the
aperture, an arrangement which effectively removes the
source and screen to infinity. In the observation of
Fresnel diffraction, on the other hand, no lenses are
necessary, but here the wave fronts are divergent instead
of plane, and the theoretical treatment is consequently
more comp lex.
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The experlmerttal work attempted with microwaves
in dittraction was of the Fresnel type since both the
source and the receiver were at finite distances from
the aperture* (Finite In that the distances were not
extremely large compared wi th the wave-length of the
microwaves* The same distances in the optical case
might be considered Infinite compared with the wave-length
of lightj) Since the diffraction was of the Fresnel type.
It will be the only type of diffraction considered here*
However, for the sake of simplification, certain diagrams
and equations that are to follow will be, correctly
speaking, those typical of Fraunhofer diffraction. They,
however, are assumed to be, in the broad sense, general ly
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”A very clear Idea of the origin of the single-
slit pattern is obtained by the tollowing simple treat-
ment, Consider the light from the slit of the figure
above coming to the point P| on the screen, this point
being just one wave-length farther from the upper edge of
the slit than from the lower. The secondary wavelet from
the point in the slit adjacent to the upper edge will
travel app rox i me te I y ^2 farther than that from the point
at the center, and so the two will produce vibrations
with a phase difference o f vr
,
and will give a resultant
displacement of zero at P|. Similarly the wavelet from
the next point below the upper edge will cancel that from
the point below the center, and we may continue this
pairing off to include all points in the wave front, so
that the resultant effect at P| is zero. At P 3 the path
difference Is 2^, and if we divide the slit into four
parts, the pairing of points again gives zero resultant,
since the parts cancel in pairs. For the point p 2 > on
the other hand, the path difference is 3 n/2, and we may
divide the slit into thirds, two of which will cancel,
leaving one third to account for the intensity at this
point. The resultant amplitude at Pq is, of course, not
even app ro x i ma t e
I y one-third that at Pq because the phases
of the wavelets from the remaining third are not by any
me an s equ a I
.
The above method, though instructive, is not
rigorous if the screen is at a finite distance from the
slit. As the above figure is drawn, the shorter broken
line is drawn to cut oft equal distances on the rays to
P|, It will be seen from this that the path difference
to P| between the light coming from the upper edge and
that from the center is slightly greater than '^/2, Hence
the resultant intensity will not be zero at P| and P 3 ,
but it will be more nearly so the greater the distance
between slit and screen, or the narrower the slit. This
corresponds to the transition from Fresnel diffraction to
Fraunhofer diffraction. Obviously, with the relative
dimensions shown In the figure, the geometrical shadow
of the slit would considerably widen with the central
maximum as drawn. When the screen Is at Infinity, the
realations become simpler, for then the two angles ©|
and 0 |’ in the figure become exactly equal lie; the two
dashed lines are perpendicular to each other), and X =
a sin 0
|
for the first minimum,” ^0
20. Ibid p. I I 1-12
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Since a sin 0
1
for the first minimum.
II
s i n for any minimum, where n is 1
for th« first minimum, 2 for the second, etc.
The discussion of amplitude in diffraction
fringes is involved and not wor thwhile In this paper.
However, it should be mentioned that the intensities of
the first, second, and third secondary maxima compared
with the central maximum are 1/22.2, l/4f.8, and l/l2l.
Thus we might assume that, when microwaves pass
through a rectangular aperture which is wider than one-
half wave-length, they would be diffracted in such a
manner that there would be maxima and minima intensity at
points for which the aperture contains respectively an
odd or an even number of rectangular half-wave Fresnel
zones. Ho V/ ever the following information would lead us
to modify to some extent the simplicity of this assumption.
”A diffraction problem is solved by adding to-
gether in proper phase and intensity, at a field point,
the radiation from every point on the boundary that is
responsible for the phenomenon; the applied ma t hema t i c i an
achieves this result bf finding a solufion to the in-
homogeneous wave equation which reduces at the aperture
to the field which is In fact maintained there by the
primary source. A solution to this problem due to
Ki rchhof f ^ has long served as the relation from which
most optical diffraction formulae are derived The
essential fallacy of the Kirchhoff solution Is well known;
Stratton and Chu'^) gjve a particularly clear discussion
(2) J. A. Stratton, E L ECTRQvlAGNE T I C THEORY p.424
(3) J. A. Stratton and L.J. Chu, PHYSICAL REVIEW 56,99
( 1939 )
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ic screen of good
equa t i on s for, by If
of the defects of the Kfchhoff solution which they
offer in the same paper. Kirchhoff assumed that an
electromagnetic field, incident from behind on a hole
a screen, maintainged in the ^whole its uninterrupted
Magnitude and polarization and was
assumption when applied to a metal
conductivity contradicts the field
electric lines are supposed to terminate d i s con t I n uo u s I y
at the metal edge of the screen without the introduction
of compensating effects. The solution due to Stratton
and Chu permits the field to terminate In the same way
recognizes that the discontinuity can occur only If
lines terminate on alternating charge along
the aperture; radiation from this alter-
adds two contour intergrals to the surface
alone constitutes Kirchhoff's solution













While experiments In slit diffraction do not
appear practical usi ng microwaves as a medium because
of the relative difficulty of obtaining a parallel beam
(for the Fraunhofer type) and because the low intensity
of the source would prevent the removal of the reflector
which causes a much too directional beam for the nec-
essary size of such slits, the foregoing theory will
serve as a useful introduction to the following section
of this chapter.
VI li. DIFFRACTION PATTERN OF A CIRCULAR APERTURE
When a beam of light from a point source is in
terrupted by an opaque object, a shadow of that object
will be cast on a viewing screen. The edges of this
21. G. A. Woonton, D.R. Hay, and E.L. Vogan
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shadow, however, are not absolutely sharp and, when ex-
amined closely, the shadows show a system ot dark and
light bands in the immediate neighborhood ot the edge*
Attempts were made by Newton and other advocates ot the
corpuscular theory ot light to account tor such small
ettects as due to the detlection ot the light corpuscles
In passing close to the edge ot the obstacle. The correct
explanation ot this phenomenon, however, is tound in
terms ot the wave theory ot light in the brilliant work
ot Fresnel. His work in 1315 showed that, with the
assumption that light is a wave motion, dittraction
tringes could be accounted tor to the most minute detal I.
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Let os first consider the effect which a plane
wave will produce at a point ahead of the wave. Let
ABCD in Figure 6-9 represent a place wave moving from
left to right. Since every point on this wave may be
considered as a source for secondary wavelets, let us
consider the resultant effect of those wavelets on point
P, In order to do this, we will first divide the wave
front Into zones in the following manner. Around the
point 0 we describe a series of circles of radius r^,
^2» •’3>
^r\ i such a way that each circle is
wave-length further from P. That is, if OP = b, the
circles will be at distances b-v 2 , b f 2 2 , b + 3 2
b4 n 2 from P, The areas of these zones may be
computed by means of the Pythagorean theorem and we
discover that their areas are equal and each equal to
TT b except for a term which may be neglected In
the case of light Ibut not In the case of microwaves).
Actually there are three factors which deter-
mine the magnitudes of the amplitude of the light through
these zones. (I) The size of the zones Increases slight-
ly because of the factor^^ (especially in microwave
zones.) (2) Because the amplitude decreases Inversely
with the average distance of a zone, the magnitude of the
terms are reduced by an amount which increases with n.
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(3) Because of their obliquity, the amplitudes ot outer
zones shoulo decrease. It may be shown that, in the case
ot light, the first factor above is just cancelled by the
second. This leaves just the factor ot increasing
obliquity which tends to make the resultant amplitude
ot the wavelets from an outer zone less than those ot
an inner zone •
In general, however, it the hole has a radius
ot r equal to that ot the first halt -pe r i od zone
,
the
Intensity through that hole will be tour times that due
to the unscreened wave and the amplitude twice that ot
the unscreened wave.
”We conclude that the resultant amplitude at P due to
(italics in the original) is halt the sum ot the am-
plitudes contributed by the first and last zones. Allow-
ing to aoproach Infinity, R^, becomes negligible, so
that the amplitude due t o t h e~~who I e wav e I s just halt
that diTe to The TTr st zone acting a lone
In brief: Two adjacent halt-period zones (half-
wave zones or Fresnel halt-wave zones) will produce essen-
tially ze ro amp litude while two alternate halt-period
zones, or just one alone, will produce essentially twice
the amplitude possible when no zones interrupt the beam.
In the case ot light, these statements would
only have to be modified to the extent that the further
out from the center ot the diaphragm the zone is, the
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greater the obllgufty ot the waves and the less their
amplitude. However, with microwaves, the factor
(which may be ignored when light Is being used) is not
insignificant and the siee of the zones become larger
with r
.
Experimental work was done on the diffraction
pattern of a circular aperture. Three easily removable
circular half-wave zones were mounted on a wooden support
and placed in front of the microwave generator. The In-
tensity meter was mounted at a fixed distance behind the
aones such as at a point P, Various arrangements of
zones were tried and the resultant experimental intensi-
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When two trains of waves of the same trequency
move in the same direction but in the opposite sense,
stationary waves are produced by interference. However,
these stationary waves or interference fringes cannot
be obtained from two separate sources such as two lamp
filaments I in the optical case) set side by side because
any train of waves from a filament is not continuous but
changes phase suddenly in very short intervals of time
n
I in the order of IO"°sec.). Thus any interference
fringes that might be set up by two separate sources
would shift their position each time there is a phase
change and no fringes would be seen. Any optical ex-
periment that would show Interference between two beams
of light must utilize two sources which have a point-to-
point correspondence of phase which can only be obtained
by deriving the two secondary sources from one source.
When this Is done, any change of phase in the primary
source will cause a change of phase in both of the sec-
ondary sources simultaneously and the difference in
phase between any pair of points in the two sources will
always remain constant and the Interference fringes will
remain stationary, ”lt is a characteristic of any Inter-
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fercncc experiment with light that the sources must have
this point-to-point phase relation, and sources that
have this relation are called ghoe ren t sources (italics
in original
IX. LLOYD'S MIRRORS
Lloyd's mirror experiment is especially im-
portant in any treatment of optical ettects because,
besides showing the interterence ot light from two co-
herent beams. It shows the change ot phase ot the light
as it is reflected at grazing incidence from the reflect-
ing surface.
As can be seen from Fig. 6-11, the waves from
the sources S| are incident at a grazing angle on the
reflector. A wave is reflected




arrival at the plane a-s is
essentially the same as though
it started from the virtual
source S2» I" addition to the
reflected wave arriving at the
plane, there is also a wave
coming directly from the source
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region of overlapping of these two beams interference
occurs, and can be observed ( in the case of microwaves)
by moving the Intensify meter along a path from x to y.
As mentioned above, an important feature of
Lloydts mirror experiment lies in the fact that when a
plate Is placed in contact with the end of the mirror
(position MN ) , the edge of the reflecting surface comes
at the center of a dark fringe ( we are considering the
optical case), instead of a place of bright fringes as
might be expected. This means that one of the two beams
of light has undergone a phase change of rr , Since the
direct-i-©4i beam could not change phase, this experimental
observation is interpreted to mean that the reflected
light has changed phase at reflection, ”|t is a matter
of experimental observation that in the reflection of
light the phase change of \T occurs when the light
strikes the boundary from the side of higher velocity, ”24
The above discussion of change of phase of the
reflected beam is, as noted, for the optical case. It has,
however been observed to be true for microwaves.
The results obtained from this experiment were
recorded and are shown in Figure 6-12, The graph (Fig,
6-12) clearly shows the existance of interference f ri nges.





As shown In figure 6-13, the waves from a
source S are split Into two beams by reflection from two
mirrors placed close together so that their planes make a
small angle d with each
other. On that part of the
screen where the two beams
overlap, Interference fringes
are obtained. The explanation
of these fringes is similar
to that for Lloyd's mirror
case. After reflection
”f rom the mirrors, the waves arriving at the screen (da)
appear to come from virtual sources S| and S2 « The re-
lations between fringe separation and the geometry of
the figure are such that If we call d the distance
between the virtual sources, D the distance Mb, and ^
the wave-length, the distance x between fringes on the
screen will be related to these quantities by
A = X d/ B D
The Interval d can be calculated from the fact that d
= 2B^ (0 now being the angle between the mirrors).
The graph (Fig 6-14) shows good qualitative
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If a partial reflector interrupts a beam of
light or microwaves, part of the beam will be reflected
and part transmitted. If the transmitted part of the
beam Is reflected by a mirror in a direction that will
cause it to intersect the beam reflected by the partial
reflector, interference effects can be noted.
The apparatus was set-up as shown in Figure
6-15 and reflector
^
was moved along a scaled path so
that it remained as nearly paralTel to _a as possible.
Interference also is obtained when b and
^
are not





impinges upon the Intensity mete
When the reflectors are not parrallel, the set-up illust
rates reflection by two surfaces of a wedge,
A partial reflector may be substituted for
The set-up then illustrates the use of a thin film
bounded by two transparent surfaces, whereas the arrange
ment shown in the figure illustrates the situation when
one of the surfaces is opaque.
The results obtained, shown In Figure 6-15,
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The situation that exists in a Fabry-Perot
interferometer is similar to the set-up used for the
preceding experiment. The apparatus was set-up ( as
shown in Figure 6-16) with two semi-(or partial) re-
flectors in the way of the transmitted beam and with the
microwave intensity meter behind both of them. The
microwaves, after leaving the transmitter, are transmitted
by the first s em i - r e f I e c to r (a) and then are broken Into
two parts by the second s em i - r e f I e c to r lb). One part
of the original train continues on to the Intensity
meter. The other part Is reflected back from (b) to (a)
and then reflected back to (b) again. Some of these
’’double reflected ” waves continue on through |b) to
the meter, the remaining waves return to (a) again, etc.
Thus, two groups of waves are transmitted by (b) toMhe
meter. Interference takes place at the meter. This inter-
ference is constructive or destructive depending on
whether the path difference between the two paths is some
multiple of even wave-lengths (constructive) or some
multiple of odd -j" wave-lengths (destructive).
The apparatus was set-up, as shown in Figure 6-16,
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The optical equation tor the Michelson inter-
ferometer holds true in this case. From this the wave-
length ot the microwaves can be determined,
2nd = n X
where d = the distance moved by the mirror,
and n - the number of fringes (maxima)
observed to pass in the distance d
Posit ot (b) Number ot fringes passed




X s 2d/n = 76/7 = X = II cm.
The graph of the results show clearly the pres
ence ot interference fringes. The wave-length, as cal-
culated, Is slightly in error. This Is probably largely
due to the relatively small number ot readings that can
be taken in a reasonable space because ot the largeness
ot the wave-length. In theoptical case, the movement
ot one semi - re t I ec to r only a tew centimeters would pro-
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The microwaves were broken Into two segments
by a s emi - r e f I e c to r in front ot the transmitter. One
part ot the waves was transmitted to mirror (b) (see
Figure 6-17) and reflected back to the half-mirror and
reflected from there to the m i c ro amme t e r . The other part
of the waves was reflected to mirror (a) by the half-
mirror and then reflected back through the half-mirror
or sem i - re f I e c to r to the meter. These two beams in-
tersected to produce Interference at the meter. Whether
the interference was constructive or destructive depended
on whether the path difference between the two paths was
some multiple of even wave-lengths (constructive) or
some multiple of odd wave-lengths (destructive).
Reflector (a) was moved slowly and the meter
readings were noted and recorded.
The wave-length of the microwaves can be
determined from the equation (given in section XII) for
the Michelson interferometer.
2d = n X
Posit of ( a
)
Numbe r of fringes
passed over in the dis-
tance moved by (a)89.0
18.0 = d
A I 2d/n I 36/4 =9.0 cm.
' ' W :
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The graph of the results (Fig. 6-17) shows
the presence of an interference pattern. However, the
calculation of the wave-length is in some error. This
is, again, probably largely due to the small number of
readings that could be taken in a limited space.
Qualitative results with this experiment are
descriptive. however. A slight me vement of the screen
of one of the ref 1 ec to r s (in t h e re a 1 m o f a mill1 i me t e r
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Microwaves are electromagnetic waves of wave-
length 30 centimeters or less. They are produced by a
number of special diode tubes in connection with a res-
onant cavity which can be considered to function like
a tank circuit. One sucessful type of microwave produc-
ing tube is known as a ’’lighthouse” tube* It is able to
produce high-frequency vibrations because the elements
are placed very close together and the distance the
electrons have to travel Is so small that the plate does
not change phase before the electrons arrive.
Microwaves are transported sucessful ly by two
systems. One is coaxial cable which is much the same as
a parallel wire transmission system except that n© en-
ergy can penetrate the outer conductor and thus no ”r«-
diation” can take place. The other system of transport-
ing microwaves Is by waveguides or hollow pipes. Wave-
guide transmission is best understood when It is dis-
cussed In terms of the electric (6) and magnetic (HI
vectors of the transmitted wave rather than In current
and volt age .
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into, space by means ot antenna systems. Most antenna
systems are composed ot a half-wave dipole radiator and
a parabolic reflector. This is not the only means of
transmitting microwaves however, open and slotted wave-
guides have been used and are being developed now as
sucessful radiating systems.
I I . MICROWAVE OPTI CS
Microwave optics in one of the newer and more
actively investigated fields of electronics. It is
being developed as a valuable tool in research in many
different fields of the physical sciences. However, to
us, microwave optics has a basic meaning. It is a
means of demonstrating optical principles which are
difficult to explain. The apparatus necessary to per-
form most of the desired experiments consists of 3 two
foot square wire screens; the small, compact microwave
generator; and the small and hardy microwave intensity
meter.
With the apparatus that was used In performing
the experiments for this paper, many experiments such as
the principle of the Michelson Interferometer experiment
can be shown graphically to an entire class at once, with
little '*pr«-class” effort and at a small cost. The
apparatus, while not designed for quantitave work, can
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b« used for laboratory experimental work. It requires
little experimental proficiency to operate, and
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